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Abstract

Large language models such as GPT-4 have demonstrated performance comparable
to human on various academic assessments, including the Uniform Bar Exam
and LSAT. This opens up unprecedented opportunities for advancement of online
learning through generative AI. However, there are a number of challenges using
GPT models for educational use cases. For example, GPT models can generate
incorrect information. They also lack providing custom academic references for
their outputs. This paper discusses the design and implementation of a GPT-
powered question answering/explanation system at Course Hero. We present A/B
test results revealing a notable 40% increase in answering coverage compared to a
retrieval-based question answering system. Moreover, we describe how augmenting
our internal questions’ answers with step-by-step explanations generated by GPTs
lead to a 75% lift in users’ approval ratings. Lastly, we outline the design for a
production-ready reference system, providing evidence for users to verify GPT
responses. Through human evaluations, we show that we can achieve Precision =
84% and Recall = 69% when providing reference documents for GPT outputs.

1 Introduction

As one of the largest online learning platforms, Course Hero 1 has hundred of millions of questions &
answers (Q&A) and study documents for a wide range of academic subjects (e.g. Finance, Nursing,
Management, and Computer Science). Course Hero search handles millions of queries weekly, where
users utilize the website’s search to get instant help with their questions or find study materials for
their courses. A big percentage of the search queries are questions for which users need help to get
answers and step-by-step explanations (e.g. "solve x2 + x− 2 = 0?").

We historically use semantic and lexical search to provide answers and explanations to users’ questions.
Behind the scene, when a user types a query, we predict the query’s intent using a machine learning
model. If the query’s intent is "asking a question", we run a semantic search using a vector database
powered by Sentence-BERT to pull the best answer and explanation (i.e. A&E) and presents them to
the user [12].

By leveraging recent advances in GPTs (Generative Pre-Training Transformer), we can bring the
benefits of one-on-one tutoring to all students while maintaining academic integrity and addressing
GPTs limitations such as hallucination (i.e. producing content that is nonsensical or not factual).
With our internal Q&A’s 2, we can answer & explain a substantial percentage of search questions

1https://www.coursehero.com
2The internal vector database contains hundred of millions of Q&A’s.
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while ensuring a minimized rate of hallucinations. Having said that, the supply gap opens up an
opportunity to leverage GPTs [4] for answering & explaining the remaining search questions for
which we do not have internal A&E’s.

When we show an answer and explanation to a user, they can give a thumbs-up or thumbs-down
to rate the A&E based on its quality in the product. From product users ratings, we know that
the main reason for thumbs-up is "thorough explanation" (20%). More interestingly, one of the
leading reasons for thumbs-down is "needs more explanation" (15%). We have a large number of
Q&A’s in our vector database that do not have step-by-step explanations. Thus, we employ GPTs to
generate comprehensive explanations. Figure 1 illustrates an example where our internal response
is complemented by an explanation generated by a GPT model. The paper contributions can be
summarized as follows:

Figure 1: Providing Answer and Explanation for Question Queries in Search

• Implement a few novel prompts to enhance GPT response style and address hallucination
for question answering and explanation.

• Devise an algorithm for question type identification helping GPT models produce higher
quality outputs.

• Show how GPT models can provide step-by-step explanations, enhancing student compre-
hension of new concepts.

• Implement a reference system to provide evidence for generative AI’s answers and explana-
tions.

2 Generative AI Question Answering & Explanation: Opportunities &
Challenges

Leveraging large language models (i.e. LLMs) for question answering and explanation comes with a
number of challenges. We need to ensure that the generated answers & explanations are factually
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correct. We know that GPT models are not 100% reliable and can suffer from hallucination [3]. For
example, if a user types a partial question, GPT models could complete the question and answer
it. Another issue with GPT models is that they are not connected to a search engine therefore they
can not provide evidentiary support for their responses independently. This is especially critical for
students to verify a generative AI answer and explanation. In the following sections, we present a few
novel solutions that we developed to address GPTs shortcomings.

2.1 GPT Prompting & Safeguards

We ran a number of experiments to improve the quality of GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 responses when
answering/explaining users’ questions [4]. In the prompts, we instruct the GPT model to act as an
academic tutor. Based on search query logs, we know that users might type partial questions in
the search bar. Sending such questions to GPTs could lead to hallucinated responses. We added
a few safeguards to prompts commanding GPTs to not answer incomplete questions. Specifically,
we instruct GPT models to only answer a question if it is rooted in truth. And, do not answer if a
question is nonsense, tricky, or incomplete.

Table 1 shows two examples of incomplete questions. Our prompts’ safeguards for handling incom-
plete questions reduced the hallucination rate by 10%. This consequently improved the thumbs-up
rate for generative AI answers & explanations. Finally, in prompts we instruct GPT models to give
an accurate answer and step-by-step explanation. This also improved the quality of GPT responses.
Figure 1 demonstrates how we show the "answer & explanation" on top of search results when a user
asks a question using the search bar.

Which of the following does not occur during Sprint execution?
Which of the following is not a common reason management might

seek assistance from OBM specialists?
Table 1: Examples of Incomplete Search Question Queries

2.2 GPT-3.5 vs GPT-4: Hallucination Comparison

We ran a number of A/B tests to benchmark the quality of GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 models for question
answering in search. In the control bucket we used semantic search with internal Q&A; however,
the variant bucket was using both semantic search and GPT models while prioritizing internal Q&A
for answering. The control bucket had 147k users. The GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 buckets had around
147k users respectively. Both GPT models showed around 40% lift on question answering coverage
compared to the baseline system (i.e. semantic search with internal Q&A). We use thumbs-up
and thumbs-down feedback inside the product to measure users’ satisfaction with the presented
answer/explanation. The A/B tests showed that both GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 models had a thumbs-up
rate comparable with the internal answers and explanations. Through A/B tests, we also learned that
the GPT-4 model has around 12% higher thumbs-up rate than GPT-3.5. This directionally aligns with
GPT-4 and GPT-3.5 performance reported in [3].

2.3 Hallucination Mitigation by Question Identification

We receive two types of question in search: free response questions (i.e. FRQ) and multiple choice
questions (i.e. MCQ). From our first A/B tests, we discovered that we get lower ratings for MCQs
compared to FRQs. For the GPT-3.5 model, the thumbs-up rate for MCQs was 21% lower than FRQs.
Through manual reviews, we noticed that GPT responses for MCQs were quite short. Often GPT
models just picked the option that it thought to be the right answer without any explanations. This
leads to a poor user experience since students prefer a step-by-step explanation to fully understand an
answer.

We also noticed that the thumbs-up rate for MCQs with options is 90% higher than MCQs without
options. This is another example for GPTs hallucination when MCQs are incomplete. These
observations encouraged us to improve the design of question answering system using generative
AI. First, we devised two separate prompts for MCQ and FRQ questions. Specifically, for the MCQ
prompt we instruct GPT models to not only provide the correct answer option but also a step-by-step
explanation for the selected option.
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To detect the type of a question, we implement a rule-based classifier which takes a question and
detects if it is MCQ or not, by matching with patterns such as "what is the correct answer", "which of
the", and "none of the above". If a question is MCQ, we next run some regex-based rules to check
if it has all options or not. If an MCQ has options, we send it to GPTs for answering. Otherwise,
we do not send them to GPTs. This reduces the hallucination and improves the thumbs-up rate. We
analyzed our generative AI results after shipping the MCQ classifier to production. The new question
identification system leads to an absolute 5% improvement in thumbs-up rate which is significant.

2.4 Explanation Generation with GPTs

We have a large number of Q&A’s in our internal databases without explanations. Our hypothesis
suggests that employing a GPT model to generate step-by-step explanations can enhance the quality
of our internal answers while mitigating the hallucination risk. We devised two prompts for MCQ and
FRQ questions. We append the matched question from the vector database and its internal answer
to the explanation prompt. We instruct the GPT model to generate a step-by-step explanation for
the provided answer. For the A/B test, we had 210k users assigned to the control bucket and 96k
users to the variant (i.e. internal answers supplemented by GPT explanations). The A/B results show
that presenting generative AI explanations improves the thumbs-up rate by 75%. Table 2 shows an
example of a generative AI explanation.

Question: A person bites her nails but wants to stop. The behavior she wants to change (biting
her nails) is called the:

Internal Answer: Target behavior

Generative AI Explanation: In the field of psychology, particularly in behavior modification,
the term "target behavior" is used to describe the behavior that a person wants to change. In this
case, the person wants to stop biting her nails. Therefore, the behavior she wants to change,
which is nail biting, is referred to as the "target behavior". This term is used to identify and
specify exactly what behavior is to be changed, which is the first step in any behavior
modification program.

Table 2: Example of a Generative AI Explanation by GPT-3.5

3 Generative AI Verifiability with References

When using GPTs for question answering, adding references to GPT responses is crucial for high
quality learning [9]. A reference system can provide document evidence for users to verify the
accuracy of GPT responses. We developed a system with a large index of study passages (over 2.5
billion) across thirty eight academic subjects. Given a GPT answer & explanation, we first conduct
a lexical search using Opensearch to retrieve top relevant passages (e.g. 20). Next, we rank the
retrieved passages based on their semantic similarity to the GPT response using a Sentence-BERT
model. We select the top three ranked passages from study documents and add document links to the
GPT response as references.

3.1 References: Subject Matter Expert Reviews

We evaluated the quality of references by sampling seven hundred questions spanning twenty-four
academic subjects (e.g., accounting, business, biology). The questions are randomly sampled from
recent Course Hero search queries which were answered by a GPT model. Each question and its
generative AI A&E were accompanied by three reference passages/documents identified by the
reference system explained in the previous section.

Forty three subject matter experts (SMEs) evaluated the quality of references (i.e. reference passages
and documents) according to seven categories: (1) incomprehensible passage, (2) irrelevant passage,
(3) subject passage (matching subjects only), (4) conceptual passage (matching concepts only), (5)
explains a similar answer (supports a similar question/answer), (6) explains the exact answer (supports
the exact question/answer), (7) I don’t know. Table 3 shows an example of a GPT answer/explanation,
one of its reference passages, and its SME review.
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Question: Select all that apply. Which of these line items appear on a balance sheet?
a) Assets b) Liabilities c) Expenses d) Shareholders’ equity e) Revenues.
Gen AI Answer: The line items that appear on a balance sheet are: Assets, Liabilities,
and Shareholders’ equity. So, you should select the first, second, and fourth options.
Reference Passage: The balance sheet contains assets, liabilities, and owners’ or shareholders’
equity. Line items within the asset and liability classification are presented in their order of
liquidity, so that the most liquid items are stated first. The assets include cash, property,
inventory, and anything else owned by the company. Assets are listed on the left side of
the balance sheet. Liabilities and equity are listed on the right side.
SME Review: Explains the exact answer

Table 3: An Example of Reference Passage and its SME Review

For the analysis, we excluded all rated passages marked as "I don’t know". We categorized "In-
comprehensible passage", "Irrelevant passage", and "Subject passage" as "Irrelevant" passages,
while "Conceptual passage", "Explains a similar answer", and "Explains the exact answer" were
considered as "Relevant" passages. Table 4 presents the high-level statistics. As you can see, 70%
of all reference passages are relevant. Figure 2a shows the distribution of SME reviews across seven
rating categories.

Total no of rated passages: 1960 3

No of Relevant passages: 1378 (70.3%)
No of Irrelevant passages: 433 (22.1%)
No of IGNORED passages: 149 (7.6%)

Table 4: SME Reviews Stats

(a) Distribution of SME Rating Categories (b) Q&A Subject Distribution

Figure 2: Rating Categories and Subject Distribution for SME Reviews

3.2 References: Subject Analysis & Precision/Recall Curve

Figure 2b displays SME reviews distribution across subjects. We filtered out subjects with less than
twenty reviews ensuring sufficient samples for conclusive decisions. The subject distribution (i.e.
Figure 2b) reflects Course Hero search distribution. We computed the percentages of "Relevant" and
"Irrelevant" passages per subject. Figure 3a displays the subjects with the highest percentages of
"Relevant" passages. Biology, statistics, management, economics, communications, and psychology

3We generated around three reference passages per Q/A/E for 700 questions.
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have more than 80% "Relevant" passages (i.e. exact or similar answer). This can be attributed, in
part, to the greater abundance of high-quality content available for these subjects in comparison to
others (Figure 2b).

Figure 3b shows the subjects with the highest percentages of "Irrelevant" passages. Mathematics
and Finance are the top subjects with more than 50% "Irrelevant" ratings (i.e. "Incomprehensible
passage" and "Irrelevant passage"). It seems that reviewers do not find reference passages to be
really helpful, especially for Mathematics. We think this is partly because BERT and specifically
Sentence-BERT models do not do well in recognizing math terms and formulas due to their training
data and masking strategy [11]. Therefore, we decided to not support references for Math questions.

(a) Relevant Passages Percentage (higher better) (b) Irrelevant Passages Percentage (lower better)

Figure 3: Relevant & Irrelevant Passages Percentages across Subjects

In the reference algorithm, we have the semantic similarity threshold by which we can tune how
similar a reference passage should be to its generative AI A&E. Figure 4 shows the Precision/Recall
curve for references as a function of semantic similarity threshold. As we increase the threshold, the
reference precision increases however the recall drops. We picked 0.65 as the optimal threshold to
achieve Precision = 0.84 and Recall = 0.69, compared favorably with STOA [9].

3.3 Related Work

The Transformer architecture, pioneered by Google in 2017 [13], led to the creation of advanced GPT
models [4]. GPT-4 demonstrates human-level performance on academic benchmarks [3]. ChatGPT,
built on GPT-3.5 or GPT-4, has gained popularity among students, despite facing challenges like
hallucination, misinformation, and potential for enabling plagiarism [5, 2]. GPT-4 has the tendency
to "hallucinate" when responding to a user’s question, i.e. "produce content that is nonsensical or
not factual" [8, 10]. This tendency is harmful especially for educational use cases. Despite these
limitations, we believe in the potential of generative AI to accelerate student learning [6].

Figure 4: Reference Precision/Recall as a Function of Semantic Similarity Threshold
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We utilize some of the best practices in prompt engineering to maximize the quality of question
answering and explanation system [1]. Providing references is another technique to verify the quality
of generative AI responses. Nelson et al. examined reference accuracy and recall for generative
search engines, finding that only 74.5% of references support their statements (precision), and 51.5%
of generated statements have references (recall) [9]. Lewis et al. introduced the retrieval-augmented
generation (RAG) framework, combining parametric (e.g. BART) and non-parametric memory (e.g.
a knowledge database) to enhance LLMs’ factual responses [7].

3.4 Conclusion

In this paper, we discuss how our prompts and safeguards could mitigate the chance of GPT responding
to incomplete, tricky, or non-academic questions. We describe a question identification system
to ensure provision of both answers and step-by-step explanations for MCQs and FRQs. We
show how this approach improves the quality of GPT responses especially when answering MCQs.
We additionally demonstrate how GPT models could enrich internal Q&A’s with comprehensive
explanations empowering students to gain a deep understanding of the underlying concepts. We
stress the importance of providing references for generative AI responses, enabling students to verify
answers and access reference documents for further study. We have plans to imminently roll out the
reference system for all generative AI A&E’s. In the future, we also want to test the RAG framework
and measure its impact on the question answering quality.
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